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Abstract— The real challenge is to implement an accurate
attendance system in real-time. There is a lot of difficulties to
mark attendance in a classroom have large number of students.
Like these situations there will a lot confusions rise from
teachers to handle attendance for all students. Using this paper,
attendance marking will be easy through recognize the face of
student with the help of recognition algorithm and mark the
attendance. Cascade classifier is using to detect face. Also Local
Binary Pattern Histogram algorithms for this technology using
face recognition. This system saves time and also monitor
students and students can verify their attendance status with the
help of a user id and password.
Keywords— Face Detection, Face Recognition,Haar
cascade classifier, LBPH algoritham
I.

INTRODUCTION

For checking the performance of students in all institutes,
among this system, maintenance of an attendance system is
very important. In most of the institution, traditional
attendance marking system is used by teachers through
attendance sheets. Students will sign the attendance and file it
or login into computer for future analysis. This technique is
called tedious. This consumes time and inaccurate as some of
the students often sign for their friends. In a large classroom,
there is difficult to track attendance of each student.
Monitoring of a student attendance in classrooms is tedious.
The attendance marking system with face recognition,
image processing using stream and keeping the attendance in
database which records by the teachers. Creates the database
of the students/staffs/teachers. There is no efforts for the user
side. This system makes effective with intrusive nature is
absent this system.
II.

LITRATURE SURVEY

Smart Attendance Monitoring System: A Face
Recognition based Attendance System for Classroom
Environment [1] proposed an attendance system that solves
the manual method of existing system. It is face recognition
method to make the attendance. The system even facial
expression lighting and pose of the person for making
attendance.
Attendance System Using Face Recognition and Class
Monitoring System [2] the author of Attendance System
Using Face Recognition and Class Monitoring System shows
as facial of different person/student from recognition
attendances will be uploading to database. According to this,
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automatically attendance system based on face recognized and
also decreases manual work.
Automatic Attendance System Using Face Recognition [3]
for lecturers or staffs, implemented the attendance system. In
this system, they use the algorithm of Viola-Jones and PCA
for the face recognition. This system captures two images
using a digital camera; one is from the start time of the class
and other one id in the end time of the class. Both images will
process by this system and will make important role to
recognize student using facial recognition. If the student
recognized both in the start time and end time classes
attendance will be marked for that student.
Class Room Attendance System Using Facial Recognition
System [4] a new approach a3D facial model introduced to
identify a student's face recognition within a classroom, which
can be used for the attendance system. Using these analytical
researches will help to provide student's recognition in
automated attendance system. It recognize face from image or
video stream for record their attendance to evaluate their
performance.
RFID based attendance system [5] to record attendance,
need to place RFID and ID card on the card reader based on
the RFID based attendance system. To save the recorded
attendance from the database and connect the system to the
computer, RS232 is used. The problem of fraudulent access
will be rise from this system. A person like any hacker will
authorize using ID card and enters into the organization.
A design and implementation of a wireless iris recognition
attendance management system [6] A bio-metric technique
Iris for iris recognition that can be used in this system. Iris
Recognition is a design and implementation for wireless
system. The base of Iris recognition system is Daugman's
algorithm. Capture of image of iris recognition, extraction of
the image, storing of the features of the image and matching
between the image features with the image which stores
within the database are using in this iris recognition system.
But unfortunately, topography of iris recognition is bad.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Description of block diagram
The system proposed in the basis of face recognition. When a
student come across the camera module, then his/her
image/photo will be captured and recognize with validation.
When recognition and validation is succeeded, then his/her
attendance will mark automatically. In this system, user gets
a login interface to interact with the system. If login is
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succeeded in the system, interface displays the home page of
the proposed system.
The proposed block diagram of the automatic attendance
system is shown in the Fig. 1.The system block diagram and
explained as follows.

Fig. 1. Proposed block diagram

1. Capturing the Image
The camera will place at the entrance of the classroom to
get student's face images perfectly. Then it goes to further
process of face detection.
2.Face Detection
In this part, implements face detection, which helps to
determines captured image with location and sizes of student
faces. The image will be captured from detected faces using
haar cascade classifier.
3. Image Preprocessing
There is a preprocessing requirement for enhance the input
image for improve the quality of image .We converts input
image to grey scale image using color to grey image
conversion technique.
4.Training Set
Comparing the faces which to be recognized with some
other similar faces to did recognition process. Supply
algorithm faces in training set for tell which person who
belongs. When recognize face by algorithm, it uses the
training set to make recognition.
4. Face Recognition
The important part of this system is face recognition. Face
recognition of an automatic method of identifying and
verifying a person from images and videos from camera.
5. Attendance marker
The particular student will be marked as present in
attendance when if a face from the particular date folder is
matched. That is, collect the list of all students who were
present in the class, and rest of the students belongs the class
will be marked as absent. This is the following procedure.

There is a different type of haar feature, which analyze the
feature existing on the image. From the image of 24X24
window in each operation, subtracts the sum of white region
pixels with the sum of black region pixels, which an integer
value will output. This determines the validation of the
corresponding feature.
C. Face recoginizer using local binary pattern histogram
For the input image given, this algorithm generates a new
histogram and compares it with other generated histograms.
The comparison finds the best match histogram and returns
the label of histogram, which associated.
For the histogram faces recognize, a 3X3 window move it
one image, at each move of each local part of an image, the
center pixel will compared with its neighbour pixels. 1 is
denoted the neighbours pixels intensity value is less than or
equal to center pixel and 0 is denoted for others. Then, under
3X3 window, read values 0 or 1 in clockwise order and will
have a binary pattern like for the 11000011 this pattern are
local to some area of the image. We will have a list of local
binary patterns after performing the recognized on whole
image.
D. System Flow Diagram
Algorithm:
Step 1: Input image is capture
Step 2: Convert color image to grey scale
Step 3: Face detection using haar cascade classifier
Step 4: Face recognition using local binary pattern histogram
Step 5: Face matching with trained ones
Step 6: If the student will be check
Step 7: If it matches attendance marked on “PRESENT” the
data sheet
Step 8: Then not matched attendance marked on “ABSENT”
the datasheet
Step 9: Generate report
Step 10: Update attendance
Step11: Continue the step 6
Step 12: Stop
These systems save the time and effects of the attendance
system. It is good accuracy. The proposed system is the
update the attendance marking on the students. The system
used for the school, colleges and library.
The system flow diagram of the automatic attendance system
shown in the Fig. 2.

B. Face Detection using Haar cascade classifier
Paul Viola and Michael Jones are proposed the effective
object detection method Haar cascade classifier. This is used
machine learning based approach. From this, a cascade
method analyzes from the positive and negative images. The it
will use in other images to detect objects. In here, without
faces to analyze the classifier, face detection algorithm will
use in that need a lot of positive and negative face images.
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IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have a implemented a attendance management system
for lectures and students attendance. It helps to reduce time
and effort, especially in the case of large number of students
and lectures to be marked attendance. The whole system is
implemented in Python programming language. Facial
recognition techniques uses in the system for the purpose of
the student attendance. And also this record of student can
used in exam related issues.
On this project, there is some further works to do for alert the
student by sending SMS regarding his, her attendance. GSM
module is used for this purpose. Parent of the student gets this
SMS alert.
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